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Dynami network loading: a stohasti









stohasti queueing model of tra ow
 modeling of risk-averse travel behavior
 analysis of network breakdowns
 omputation of expeted values
 ...
•
speied through dierentiable equations
 linearization of network loading map















Queueing theory and LWR model  symmetries
queue/link state: N, ̺λ,∆ µ,Σ
queueing theory LWR model (Lebaque, '96)
arrival rate λ upstream demand ∆
servie rate µ downstream supply Σ
number of jobs N tra density ̺
max. number of jobs ℓ maximum density ˆ̺
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Boundary onditions  symmetries









queueing theory LWR model
availability prob. P(N
upstr


























in(t − t fwd
0
) downstream queue (DQ) qout (t)
q
out (t − tbwd
0
)upstream queue (UQ)
(e.g., Yperman et al., '07; Charypar et al., '07)
•
q










generates slow queue dissipation
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expeted FD in distributed model look qualitatively similar
 main dierene: stationary queue distribution depends on λ/µ
 tentative disussion in paper
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Node model: dynamis of adjaent queues
•







distribution dynamis follow linear dierential equation
p˙(s(t)) = p(s(t)) ·Q
where Q is a square matrix of transition rates
•
























is the exogeneous node servie rate
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(Currently) realized orrelation struture
UQ i − 1
DQ i − 1
link i − 1 node i − 1
UQ i
DQ i
link i node i
UQ i + 1
DQ i + 1
link i + 1
•
aptures joint distribution of queues adjaent to nodes
•
does not apture dependeny of UQ & DQ within links
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Disrete time simulation of (linear) networks
1. set initial queue distributions
2. repeat through disrete time:















2.3 ompute orresponding queue servie and arrival rates














vehile length 5m 1 plae
link length 100m 20 plaes
max. density ˆ̺ 200 veh/km 1 veh/plae
time step length 1 s 1 s
free ow veloity vˆ 36 km/h 2 plaes/s
bakward wave speed wˆ 18 km/h 1 plae/s
downstream bottlenek 720 veh/h 0.2 veh/s
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Arrivals  λ(t)










arrivals [veh/s] vs. time[s]
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Relative oupany  ̺(t)/ ˆ̺







relative occupancy vs. time[s]
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Non-bloking probability  P(N
UQ
(t) < ℓ)







Pr(no spillback) vs. time[s]
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Availability probability  P(N
DQ
(t) > 0)







































build-up, spillbak, and dissipation of ongestion is aptured
 bottlenek shifted upstream in supply regime




 queueing in undersaturated onditions










dynami network loading with nite apaity queueing theory
 aptures queue length distributions
 aounts for spillbak
 desribes well build-up and dissipation of queues
•
dierentiability good for estimation, optimization, assignment
•
ongoing work:
 more omprehensive orrelations
 general node models & network ows
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